Fender humbucker

Chief among the new specs are the addition of push-push tone knobs, which switch in an
additional voice on each model. The Strat , for example, adds the neck pickup to any position as
per the American Performer series , while the same switch on the Tele runs its pickups in
series. These models use new V-Mod II single-coil pickups, which promise increased
articulation while retaining chime. And, as Fender hinted to GW earlier this year , roasted pine
has replaced ash as a body wood option on several models in the line-up â€” alder, of course,
returns as an option for the entire series. On that note, the Jazzmaster is perhaps the most
electrically enticing of the new line-up, with the addition of a tappable bridge pickup for more
vintage or modern tonalities, while the rhythm circuit now puts both pickups in series for a
higher-output tone. For a closer look at the specs for each model â€” and those fresh colors â€”
scroll on down, and visit Fender for even more info. Guitar World. Please deactivate your ad
blocker in order to see our subscription offer. Topics Fender. So, what about setting the height
on humbucker equipped guitars like Les Pauls? Once again, I need to make it clear that these
are my personal recommendations. You may be going for something totally different, and as
such may want to totally disregard my suggestions; if so, I fully understand, and rest assured,
my feelings will not be hurt in the least bit. Because the magnetic field, or the part of the string
being sensed by the pickup, is soooo much smaller and more focused with a single-coil, even
microscopic changes in pickup height make a perceivable sonic difference; humbuckers are
different. Humbuckers are sensing a much larger portion of the strings movement, and as such
are a little more lenient on pickup to string height adjustment. From nearly as close as the
pickup can get without touching the strings to as far away as it can be adjusted, decent tones
can be had. Okay, so with no further ado, here are my suggestions and reasons why. However,
they DO tend to still sound their best fairly close, as compared to single coils. Here are my
general starting point settings:. As stated earlier, quality humbuckers with AlNiCo magnets are
quite forgiving of height adjustments compared to Fender style single-coils. The truth is that
you might find the tone you are looking for anywhere from the closest you can get those
puppies to the strings all the way to as far as you can get them away from the strings about mm
is as far as you can go on a Les Paul style guitar. Just remember this:. The further you move the
pickup away from the strings the warmer, quieter, and less focused the tone will get. Okay, now
this is important, as far as pickup height is concerned, humbuckers are a whole different animal
from single-coils. Here are my general starting point settings: Bridge pickup Low E: 3. A final
note on humbucker height setting: As stated earlier, quality humbuckers with AlNiCo magnets
are quite forgiving of height adjustments compared to Fender style single-coils. Just remember
this: The closer you get to the strings the brighter, louder, and more focused the tone will get.
The Fender Telecaster is a much-loved electric guitar across the music world. Yet there is an
unmistakable Tele vibe which some crave. So we present to you four variations on the Tele
theme. The 10 best Telecasters: our pick of the best Tele guitars. Each offers a faithful homage
to that classic shape, yet all come equipped with dual humbuckers, meaning heavier styles and
versatility are well within grasp. The Chapman ML3 Modern, updated for , brings a touch of
individualism to the class. A neat touch. Yep, Ibanez continues its trend of offering some of the
coolest, most original finishes around. Well, whereas the more famous ASAT Deluxe version is
produced in Fullerton, this Tribute series is produced in Indonesia, so you can expect there to
be certain facets which are not at the same standard. We did find its overdriven sounds fared
less well in comparison to the Ibanez and the Chapman, so perhaps it has its limits. And,
despite their obvious similarities to more established styles, the company is slowly but surely
developing its own character. This is the updated version of the ML3, featuring improved
tonewoods, rolled fretboard edges, and newly designed pickups. Each of these tweaks, while
seemingly minor, contributes to the continuous improvement and development of the Chapman
lines. The overall build quality is exceptional. Key features: Mahogany body, Maple neck with
Ebony fingerboard, 2x Chapman Sonorous Zero humbuckers, 24 medium jumbo frets. Yes, a
proper Tele from the original Telecaster company. And, true to form, this one has the famous
body, curves and heft, and the right name on the headstock. Key features: Alder body, modern
C-shaped maple or pau ferro neck, 2x Player Series humbucking pickups, 22 medium jumbo
frets. Instead, these are four guitars with very different applications, which will appeal to many
different players. The exceptionally lithe Wizard III neck felt flatter and slightly wider than the
other guitars, lending itself to faster, more technical playing styles. Couple that with the
DiMarzio pickups and you have a guitar which would sit comfortably in the mix of any heavy
band. It even coped with our intense bouts of of down-tuned riffage during testing, with the
low-profile edges of the hardtail bridge ideal for palm-muting and speedy right-hand picking.
The Chapman, on the other hand, quietly impressed with its thoughtful touches - the way the
pickups have been rebooted using guitar- specific magnets, or the new baked tonewoods
promising extra zing in your lead tones. It gets extra points from us on account of the

Incarnadine finish which looks even better in the flesh than in the pictures. For our money,
dual-humbucker T-type guitars occupy quite a unique niche. You have to be someone who likes
and appreciates the idiosyncrasies of a Tele - weight distribution, tone - yet also wants to push
the guitar into ever louder, more assertive tonal pastures. In practice, not all of the guitars in
this test managed to pull that feat off. The Fender, meanwhile, ensures the safe passing from
the well-loved Mexican Standard line onto the newer, revamped Player series, yet has it got
enough pizzazz to capture the hearts of new fans? Which leaves the Chapman ML3 Modern.
MusicRadar The No. This one looks familiar Chapman seems to have a horse in every race at
the moment At last, a proper Tele! More Info. Fender Stratocaster Guitar Forum. Humbucker in a
strat? Age: 22 Messages: 1. Very versatile and great sounding but looking to be able to
comfortably play some heavier stuff at higher gain levels. Was thinking about putting in a
humbucker in HSS configuration, any thoughts? Would I lose the strat sound and and would it
affect the value of the guitar badly? Matt B , Jan 4, Violeiro and circles like this. Messages: 4, As
long as the bridge pickup is angled properly like a Strat should be I'm fine with it. I can't stand
the look of a Fender, especially a Strat, with a straight accross bridge pickup. You'll definitely
lose the sound of the single coil bridge pickup unless you do some coil splitting magic. But
that's what you want, right? It's going to affect the value some but guitars are not good
investments. Take the hit and make the guitar your own. Tone Guru , Jan 4, Natas likes this.
Age: 40 Messages: Others disagree Others agree and prefer that sound. If you never plan to sell
it who cares about the value. Keep the Original Series intact for now. Or go play some Fender
HSS guitar at your local music dispensary and see what floats your boat. BuffaloHound , Jan 4,
Yves likes this. Age: 52 Messages: Heavyriff , Jan 4, Messages: Martins Strat , Jan 4, Age: 45
Messages: 4, Stratwrangler likes this. Messages: 2, Tdurden , knuw1 , jsegovia and 5 others like
this. Messages: 1, Humbucker in a strat sounds great and gives you awesome versatility. I
prefer humbucker in the bridge position to single coil and I have one in my strat. Have you
looked under the pickguard? CephasG , Jan 4, If you want it I would recommend lifting out your
current loaded pickguard complete and put in an all new parts loaded pickguard whether you
buy it that way or build from separate parts. If you retrofit, saving bits and bob, you'll eventually
want to do something else or miss what was original and it's a pain to go back. Easy if you pull
as a loaded pickguard. This one of mine, other than the pickguard putting the bridge at the
Hendrix angle, is stock except for the Armstrong Blender. Run of the mill Strat coils are around
6kohms so when put in series they give you a hot 12kohm humbucker. That's up there with the
other typical hot humbuckers people put in their guitars. The Esquire-H goes the other way with
separate bobbins to a 4-way switch. Messages: 11, Matt B Welcome to forum! I wanted to let
know that the American. Original model Strats would need a single coil size humbucker. That is
a awesome Strat but the body is designed with vintage style 3 indivuadl routes underneath
guard. Try a stacked bucker before you do any body mods , but in my experience if your after
High gain sounds in a strat you might need to go the charvel so cal route and leave yours as is.
One or the other will always be a compromise if you mod yours, great bucker sounds will be off
set by weak single coil fender sounds or vice versa , it depends on your pot and capacitor
values as well a great deal for each type of pickup. Stratwrangler , Jan 4, Yaralag likes this. Age:
39 Messages: I was curious so I routed one and put a full sized humbucker in. Here is a video I
made of the lil78 humbucker in my 50s player Strat which is also routed sss. Williamwolka , Jan
4, JFinelli81 , Yves , Demon Dave and 1 other person like this. Age: 56 Messages: All great, all
different. I wouldn't route it. I also own a Squier strat with single coil rails, single size buckets
and they sound fine for high gain. So, in short get a single coil bucker' or a second strat and
crank it up! Namelyguitar likes this. Saving up for either a Dave Murray strat or an SG to fulfill
my heavier needs. As suggested I would opt for a stacked single coil humbucker or a loaded
pickguard that you can switch out easily. Sinner , Jan 4, All my strats are humbucker- mostly
single coil size. I prefer the rails over a full size Ive come to realize. The bridge angle is retained
and the magnet is picking up over a tighter area than a full HB. Age: 67 Messages: 3, It will be
nice having the option at hand. Age: 60 Messages: 22, Age: 23 Messages: Well, you could
always consider one of those Seymour Duncan stacked humbuckers not the Hot Rails because
they're, well, hot. If you don't necessarily want to get more "humpf", just getting the 60 cycle
hum out of the equation, wouldn't you consider perhaps a set of Fender Noiseless? All in all, I
defend the mindset if you're not entirely happy with something but you like it overall, just mod
it. It's not like you're going to chisel the body and butcher the whole thing in order to get it
done, so what the heck! Sure thing, even though humbuckers are essentially two single coils
wired together, they're designed to work as a whole and won't sound just like a good single coil
when coil-split, so don't expect you put this little switch in it that will revert it just like it was
originally. But, you get the humbucker to make it even more versatile and usable for you, and
you can coil-split it and nail a single coil tone in the bridge position. It's in a Strat and in the

relative placement of the SS pup, plus I'm sure plenty of companies have humbuckers designed
for this specific purpose, so it's not like it would sound worse, perhaps just a little bit different
that you could compensate in the Amp. Shaytan , Jan 4, Age: 49 Messages: 3, Yaralag , Jan 4,
I've used the lil'59n by seymour duncan in the bridge for years. Very good output balance and it
crunches very well with high gain it doesn't give you that super punch a full sized super
distortion would give , but it's pretty decent. Last edited: Jan 4, You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? This pickup
was intended to break Fender's image as a " single coil guitar company", and to gain a foothold
in the humbucker guitar market dominated by Gibson. The pickups enjoyed some popularity,
though Fender's single-coil pickups retained their widespread popularity. Original Wide Range
pickups were available from and subsequently installed in the Deluxe , Custom and Thinline
Telecasters as well as the Starcaster , ceasing production successively in when these models
were discontinued. Fender Japan were the first to introduce a reissue in , followed by the Made
in Mexico version around All reissues differ from the original Seth Lover design in both
construction and sound see below. The Wide Range pickup was conceived to be sonically
closer to Fender's single coil pickups than Gibson humbuckers. Fender's single coils use six
magnetised pole pieces sitting vertically, while Gibson's humbuckers use a long bar magnet at
the pickup's base with six metal slug pole pieces screwed vertically into a base plate. Fender
could not, however, simply replace the Humbuckers slugs with screws. Because CuNiFe pole
piece magnets produce less output than a standard humbucker's bar magnet and slugs, the
wide range Humbucker requires more winds of wire to produce an output compatible to
Standard Humbuckers. The pickup bobbins were wound with approximately to turns of 42 awg
poly insulated copper wire around the pole-pieces. The Wide Range pickup has a DC resistance
of around These extra winds mean the wide range Humbucker needs a larger casing than
standard Humbuckers. There are three reissues of the wide range pickup using two designs:
one manufactured in Japan using ceramic magnets and one in Mexico using alnico. Despite an
almost identical appearance to the original s unit, both are regular Humbuckers in large cases;
surrounded by wax to take up space and prevent resonant feedback. The current Mexican
reissues, much like a Gibson humbucker, feature a bar magnet underneath the bobbins that
abuts to six screw type pole-pieces in each coil; they are simply conventional humbuckers
placed in the larger "wide range" humbucker casing, and the gap is filled with wax. Although
neither pickup precisely replicates the sound of the original, they are tonally similar. The
Japanese reissue does, however, sound hotter and the Mexican reissue sounds more like a
standard Gibson humbucker. A more recent reissue, currently exclusive to the Lee Ranaldo
signature Jazzmaster , has been "re-voiced" to Ranaldo's specifications, but appears to be
constructed similarly to the Mexican reissue. In the s, the Fender Wide Range was wired using
1M audio volume and tone pots. Using 1M pots resulted in an open and bright sound. Modern
reissues are commonly wired using K volume and tone pots, resulting in a more choked and
muddy sound; cutting high frequencies to ground. In , Fender began producing Wide Range
pickups with Cunife magnets for the first time since the s. Original Wide Range pickups are
described as sounding "fat" but with improved clarity and detail over Gibson humbuckers.
Combined with a bridge single-coil pickup on a Telecaster, it produces a smooth and warm yet
biting sound. Due to the use of the Wide Range by groups from several eras, such as Sonic
Youth , Jim Weider, Josh Ramsay, Zac Wrixen, John Fogerty and Franz Ferdinand , and the fact
that reissue FWRH pickups sound different from original vintage pickups, demand has grown
for the original pickup, leading to high prices and slim availability. Pickup Measurements. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Music Radar. Future Publishing Limited. Retrieved 24 August
Fender Musical Instruments Corporation. Vintage Noiseless Wide Range Fender vibrato
systems. Bigsby Charvel Gretsch Jackson Squier. Category Commons. Categories : Guitar
pickups. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Passive humbucker.
Fender is known for many things, but humbucking pickups ain't one of 'em. The sonic
reputation of this storied company has been built on a foundation of twang, spank, quack,
chime and every other onomatopoeia one might use to describe the singular sound of Fender
single-coil pickups. This reputation has made it difficult for Fender to gain a solid foothold in
the humbucking pickup market, a market that was essentially created by Gibson and its brilliant
pickup designer Seth Lover in the fifties, and one that has since been thoroughly taken over by
Seymour Duncan, Dimarzio, and various other aftermarket pickup manufacturers. It is
somewhat ironic then that one of the most coveted and valuable of vintage humbucking pickups
is a Fender product. Fender's Wide Range humbuckers, familiar to most players from the
Telecaster Deluxe, Thinline, and Custom models, were originally produced from through , and

have since attained a near legendary status due to their sound, unusual construction, curious
history, and rarity. Much like Gibson's pioneering PAF, the Wide Range was also invented by
Seth Lover, who had switched teams around and began working as a project engineer at
Fender. He designed the Wide Range pickup to help Fender reboot its image, which had become
synonymous with single-coils, and help the company break into the burgeoning humbucker
market. Despite its strong desire to produce a humbucker that could compete directly with
those from Gibson, Fender did not compromise a bit of its own distinctive personality and tonal
signature when creating the Wide Range. In fact, the Wide Range humbucker has much more in
common with a Strat or Jazzmaster pickup, both tonally and in its construction, than it does
with Gibson's PAF. Original Wide Range pickups have a clarity, cut, and dynamic range that
PAF's can't touch, while also sounding fat and operating hum-free. And while a typical
Gibson-style humbucker is constructed using a bar magnet underneath its coils, the Wide
Range is constructed using individually slotted and threaded polepieces that were made from
Cunife copper-nickel-iron magnets. In more recent times, as the legend of the Wide Range has
grown, Fender and other companies have built modern reproductions of these pickups. While
often fine pickups in their own right, many of these reproductions, including Fender's reissues,
miss the mark in feel and tone when compared to vintage examples. The original Wide Range
design, using individual magnetic polepieces rather than a single bar magnet, is a big part of
the tone equation, but the other part is the Cunife magnet material, which has long been
obsolete in every other industry that used to use it, and is essentially totally unavailable in the
present day. Cunife magnets are also the main reason that original Fender Wide Range
humbuckers regularly sell on the vintage market for dollars apiece, sometimes more. So what is
a modern-day Wide Range enthusiast to do? Well, if you have money coming out of your ears or
you're just really lucky, you can score some original WR's. There are also a very limited and
equally expensive number of modern reproductions that use what I must assume are the last
remaining stocks of Cunife magnets on Earth. If you can live without Cunife, though, the
options increase greatly and the cost of entry goes down dramatically. Many of these models
use common, less expensive, and sonically similar Alnico magnets in place of the magical
unobtainium, managing to reproduce the sound of vintage Wide Range humbuckers in very
convincing fashion thanks to carefully considered construction techniques and lots of tuning
by knowledgeable ears. Here are a few of our favorite modern Wide Range humbucker
reproductions. Telenator is a company that was, believe it or not, founded solely to reproduce
exacting clones of the Fender Wide Range humbucker. It is also the only one that currently
manufactures a Wide Range repro using genuine threaded Cunife magnets. By all accounts
these are unquestionably spectacular pickups, made to order by hand with some seriously
rare-ass magnets, but if you were looking to save money over the purchase of actual vintage
Wide Rangers, then think again. At bucks the Telenator LE Cunife is priced comparably to a
vintage example in excellent condition. Obviously, these are not for everybody. The good news
is that the company makes Wide Range reproductions in various lower cost forms as well,
including Cunife-Alnico hybrid and pure Alnico. It also offers a pickup modification service that
converts current Fender-built Wide Range reissues to vintage spec and construction. Telenator
should be stop number one on your journey down the Wide Range rabbit hole. Lee Ranaldo
from Sonic Youth is one of the modern era's most enthusiastic and visible Fender Wide Range
fans, installing these pickups in many of his modified Jazzmasters to create what he has
dubbed the "Jazzblaster. Ranaldo knows a good Wide Ranger when he hears one, so when he
received some reissue pickups from Fender that didn't sound like his beloved vintage versions,
he sent them to revered pickup guru Curtis Novak for a complete overhaul. At bucks a piece,
Novak's WRHBs are not inexpensive, but they are hand-wound to whatever specs you desire,
and they are as tonally authentic as it gets. Jason Lollar is a god among modern magnetic
pickup winders, so back around when word got around that he was working on a vintage Fender
Wide Range reproduction, guitar nerds went nuts. This pickup model, called the Regal, was the
most buzzed about product in Lollar's history, and when it finally became available it was clear
that it was more than capable of living up to its hype. Besides the all-important threaded magnet
polepieces, the Regal also uses a custom pickup cover made of slightly thinner metal than the
originals, which allows for enhanced clarity and high-end sparkle. And where vintage Wide
Rangers were all wound to the same spec, Lollar chose to wind bridge and neck models slightly
differently for optimum musical balance. The Lollar Regal is dollars direct, and worth every
penny. Mojotone really does it all these days, from cabs and speakers, to tube amp kits and just
about any guitar part that has ever existed. The company's pickup line has really been
expanding recently. One of its coolest offerings is the 72 Clone Wide Range Humbucker. It
reproduces the original's chime and clarity using a design based on threaded individual
polepieces, just like the vintage models, with some additional enhancements. Mojotone's Wide

Rangers are outfitted with 4-conductor wiring, enabling various tapping and splitting wiring
schemes, and they are also fully vacuum potted, where many originals were not. The company
also underwinds its neck pickup for a better balance when switching between pickup positions.
At just under bucks, Mojotone's 72 Clone is a steal. Duncan doesn't offer a WR repro as part of
its standard production line. If you want Seymour and the crew to whip you up a Wide Ranger,
however, it can be easily done via the awesome Seymour Duncan Custom Shop. Naturally the
Duncan Custom design uses the appropriate threaded rod magnets like the originals,
substituting Alnico V in place of the original Cunife magnets due to Alnico's ready availability
and tonal similarity. The pickups are wound to vintage specs, and are offered with quite a few
different options, including wax potting or no wax potting, and single conductor or four
conductor wiring. They can be ordered direct from the Duncan Custom Shop website for dollars
a piece, or dollars for a pair. Get at 'em. Your purchases also help protect forests, including
trees traditionally used to make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More. Reverb
Articles. Telenator Limited Edition Cunife. Lollar Regal Humbucker. Mojotone 72 Clone. Your
guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb Newsletter: Subscribe.
By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the processing of my data in order to receive emails. Reverb
Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear they need to make music.
Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests, including trees traditionally
used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something. Please check the fields
highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. A relatively radical departure from Leo
Fender 's classic Stratocaster design, it was Fender's answer to Superstrats produced by
manufacturers such as Jackson Guitars and Ibanez. The HM in the guitars name stands for
heavy metal. The Fender HM strat was originally produced in Japan. Some sources say
production started as early as Subsequently, in , [2] it was produced in the United States. Some
evidence indicates that assembly in the U. First Version - The first version appeared with a
distinct Strat logo in the headstock , 24 medium jumbo frets i. Kahler USA offers a detailed
schematic diagram of the Kahler Spyder tremolo [3] and several but not all replacement parts
are available. Japanese-assembled guitars have colored polyester on the bodies, and clear
polyester on the necks. American-assembled HM Strats have a very hard aircraft grade urethane
color and clear coats on the body, while still using a polyester finish on the neck. Second
Version - The US HM series stratocasters were produced in possibly late with Japanese sourced
components and included the Strat i. All HM strat US made models had a scale length of
Moreover, the price list describes the line as merely "H. Series Stratocaster", while the price list
mentions, "U. The Fender logo on the headstock is of mother of pearl. The building that
contained the equipment was not part of the sale, so the plant was relocated. During this period,
when there was little to no production of instruments in the U. These were sold in the U. Thus, it
is not unusual that a Fender HM strat may have Japanese-made components e. The
Contemporary Stratocaster was eventually supplanted by the HM Strat in , which went through
subsequent versions. The first U. Contemporary Stratocaster, in However, this model was also
opposed by Fender purists as its features were "off the Fender's beaten track". The use of a
humbucker instead of a single coil , 24 jumbo frets instead of 21 or 22 regular frets and
occasionally basswood instead of the typical alder or ash as well as the overall appearance
were not particularly welcomed by most conservative Fender fans. Today, a well-maintained
Fender HM Strat becomes increasingly rare to find. As with most discontinued instruments,
however, this guitar is also hard to maintain. For instance, although Kahler USA provides
product support for the Kahler Spyder tremolo parts, various other components of this guitar
such as knobs are currently unavailable. Many of which were featured on album covers up until
Parallax. In recent years, guitarist Ethan Brosh has been spotted playing old 80's HM Strats as
his touring instrument of choice. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Fender Stratocaster.
List of players Fender company. Category Commons. Fender guitars. King Wildwood.
Categories : Fender Stratocasters. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Hrvatski Edit links. Basswood , Alder. Our Lead Times are
slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank you for your
understanding. Made with USA-Made parts and wound by hand, this will give you an amazing,
sweet era-authentic tone! Polished Nickel Covers. Raw Nickel Covers. Want to learn more about
our Wide Range Humbucker? Here's all the information you'll need:. Our Wide Range
Humbucker is a modern take on the original classic. Today, Lindy Fralin took his idea a little
further, by making this pickup sweet, articulate, and clear and clean. Our Wide Range
humbuckers will drop right in to your guitar, as they are the same fit and finish as the factory
ones. If you have a darker or dull-sounding guitar, these will breathe new life into it. Lows are

big, bouncy and clear like most Fender humbucker designs. The Mids are slightly scooped with
an emphasis on the high mids. This pickup is sure to cut through the mix, without sounding
brittle, shrill or thin. It will still sound thick in the low mids and smooth on the top-end. As with
all our pickups, we take care to make sure we wind it to your specifications. Want it to sound a
little fatter and darker? This equates to an 8. This gives our pickup a slightly darker and fatter
bridge, and a clearer and more articulate neck. Need something custom? No problem. We can
wind it to meet your tonal desire. We do not offer installation help or guidance, but we do have
easy-to-follow, beautiful Wiring Diagrams! Click below:. Mike Passaro â€” November 10, I own a
dark sounding alder bodied HS Telecaster that I was trying to brighten up, especially in the neck
position. I have a sound in my head for a neck humbucker and no one seems to make it. Every
neck humbucker I play sounds very muffled and dark, like it has a sock over the pickup. After
discussion, they custom made me the Wide Range in traditional humbucker housing. I have to
admit, I was not crazy about the sound of this pickup at first. I really had to play around with the
pickup height and pole pieces. The good news is that you can get a lot of very different tones
out of this pickup if you tweak it. I ended up setting the pickup height very low almost flat with
the pickguard then turning the treble side up about two turns. The gain level between the neck
and bridge was too intense. When I flipped to the bridge a Fralin Blues Special Tele it was like
turning up the gain on my amp notches. Maybe some players like this but I was going for more
balance. I was pretty frustrated but decided to play with the pole pieces. The balance is pretty
good. I still wish the pickup had tighter lows, was a smidge brighter and maybe had just a little
more output. Michael May verified owner â€” October 22, These pickups sound amazing. I put
them in a Squire Classic Vibe Starcaster. Nice warm tones. Brian Biddick verified owner â€”
September 29, Andy Hidber verified owner â€” September 14, These pickups sound excellent, it
seems that all frequencies are equally displayed, very round, warm and still tight basses,
sparkling highs, and a good amount of mid range. This is sonic heaven! Build into a Tele with
maple neck, maple fretboard, swamp ash body, tune-o-matic roller bridge and bigsby. Matt
Roberts verified owner â€” July 15, Thick and big sounding but also plenty of that fendery bite.
Lukas Schulz verified owner â€” November 22, Spoiler alert: these pickups are sounding
awesome. Especially I Like the Neck Pickup, deep, clear and detailed clean sounds that will
make you become an addict. The middle position gives you nice, twangy tones, love it. I use the
bridge pickup mostly for overdriven sounds and it has a nice bite and punch, great string
definition, too. Much love from Hamburg, Germany? Almir Dervisevic verified owner â€” May 29,
My Telecaster Custom completely opened up in neck position. Love it. It replaced muddy WRH
originally installed. Corey Lien verified owner â€” May 6, The muddy, dull sound is now bright,
clear, and articulate while still maintaining a thick quality. Love this pickup! I installed this
pickup in the neck position of my Fender Telecaster Custom 72 Reissue. The stock pickup was
muddy and laking of mids and definition. This pickup has both a clearer and richer sound
associated with a great dynamic. This pickup changed my guitar and brought it to a new life.
Jabe Beyer â€” July 30, Lindy was kind enough to custom wind me a set of mid-range
humbuckers for my Tele Deluxe, with just a touch lower output. Perfect tone, exactly what I was
hoping for, and quick turnaround. Matt Pethel verified owner â€” April 19, Brings life to MIM
reissues! I dropped these bad boys into my 72 Tele Deluxe reissue, and I was blown away. First,
it eliminated the notorious hum that comes with the stock wide ranges. It brings out the
transients for a more defined, pronounced attack. It also scoops out a lot of the mud and my
guitar has never cut through the mix so well! Highly recommended! Ben T verified owner â€”
October 27, Thanks for the Wide Range Humbuckers and the personal call, Lindy. They fit the
bill nicely. They are clearer and less congested than the stock wide range humbuckers. Your
description of them is spot on, as being clear and articulate with a little push, and wide on the
bottom and smooth on top. Your email address will not be published. Trying to leave a review
for our Wide Range Humbucker? Leave one here. Buying a set of pickups will guarantee that all
pickups will be in phase with each other. When combining a single Wide Range Humbucker with
pickups from another manufacturer, there may be phase issues. You can reverse the phase of
this pickup as long as you select one of the following lead options:. Prev Next. Wide Range
Humbucker Rated 4. Wide Range Humbucker quantity. Overview Our Wide Range Humbucker is
a modern take on the original classic. FAQs What type of lead should I choose? Since Fender
debuted this pickup, 2-Conductor is so much easier to work with on Fender-style instruments. It
also allows you to reverse the phase, if you end up swapping the pickup into another guitar,
down the road. What cover options do you have? What is the Spacing? Leave a review for Wide
Range Humbucker. Rated 4 out of 5. Rated 5 out of 5. Simply the best pickups on earth! Best
product. Best service. Fantastic Tones! Add a review Cancel reply Your email address will not
be published. Got It! That's cool! Click here to prevent this message from showing: Got It! Each
instrument type comes in a rainbow of new finishes, and boasts updated pickups, circuitry,

hardware and body radii. Here are the deets:. Besides the new pickups, the biggest change on
this line is its controls. Rather than a tone knob pegged to the bridge and middle single-coil, the
Player Strats have a dedicated tone control for the bridge pupâ€”meaning the other tone knob
controls both the middle and neck. Other small updates include a two-point tremolo bridge, the
addition of one more fret, and sleeker curves that harken back to vintage specs. Apart from
those changes, the Player Strats are still the same guitar you know and love. And you now have
seven finishes to pick from, such as the retrolicious Sage Green Metallic and Tidepool, as well
as the option of a left-handed model. Yes, that includes the independent bridge humbucker tone
control. Oh, and perhaps to suit the metalheads better, this model bears a flatter, inch radius
fretboard. Lefties get lucky here, tooâ€”the SS Telecaster has a southpaw version at the same
prices. Like the Player Jazzmaster, the Player Jaguar is no period-correct instrument. And a
three-way pickup selector switch removes the need for the complex circuitry of an OG Jag. Not
much has changed in the Player Jazz Bass. It has two brand-new Alnico V Player Series
single-coils, an updated four-saddle bridge, open-gear tuning machines and a sleeker body
radii. This bass comes in seven finishes, and is also available as a lefty model. Remove the frets
altogether, and you have the Player Jazz Bass Fretless. For more information, check out fender.
He says the film put into perspective the privilege he has as a famous male musician. Dinosaur
Jr. Brexit: The perfect storm for UK guitar buyers? Gary Cooper - 24th February We check out
this golden wonder from in the latest instalment of The Money Shot. Nestled amid the beautiful
Green Mountains of Vermont, Froggy Bottom Guitars crafts fine acoustic instruments using
centuries-old woodworking techniques. Electric Guitars. Yet, 25 years ago, it became a
million-selling commercial success thanks in part to an appearance from the princess of pop.
DIY Workshop. Knowing how to do this could save you some money and unlock some authentic
shoegaze tones into the bargain. Essential Guides. Quite probably. Rory Gallagher was a
pioneer with a sound and style as unique as his battered Fender Strat. Buyer's Guides. Metal
machine music: The history of guitars made from metal Tony Bacon - 18th February From
National to Travis Bean, James Trussart and beyond, the bodies and necks of guitars have been
made out of metal for almost a century. Join us as we chart their history. All Advanced Beginner
Intermediate. In the first of a new series, we examine how this simple and common system for
learning the guitar contains hidden depths that could be the key to unlocking your potential as a
musician. Continuing our look at the chord shapes and sequences used by The Beatles, we get
inside the head of Paul McCartney and find a songwriting genius with an enthusiasm for minor
chords and chords from outside the key. We head into psychedelic territory in our second part
of our John Lennon lesson, as we explore the chords and sequences used by a man spreading
his creative wings. Gear News. The March issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! Read More. The
February issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The January issue of Guitar Magazine is out now!
The December issue of Guitar Magazine is out now! The November issue of Guitar Magazine is
out now! The 59 Model bridge pickup is a full sounding, versatile PAF style humbucker with an
articulate treble attack, full bottom end, and scooped midrange. The 59 bridge model is great for
all types of rock and blues. We designed these vintage style coils to Like going back to and
buying a
2012 toyota tundra tail lights
p1416 air system bank 2
kawasaki prairie 360 4x4
n original PAF Humbucker. One of the world's most popular classic rock and blues pickups.
Neck Position - Black. Warm and sweet vintage output neck humbucker for Blues and Rock. The
Alnico 2 Pro Humbucker uses the soft treble attack and low string pull of an alnico 2 bar
magnet, combined with a special vintage output coil wind to create a warm, sweet tone that is
Extremely versatile rock pickup with high power, raw tone. Great for everything from from
classic Van Halen to Alice in Chains. Same specifications as the Distortion bridge model
humbucker but with wider pole spacing for Fender and Floyd Rose tremolos. Created with
Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics.
Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Add to Cart. View Details. Seymour
Duncan sku: SH5. Seymour Duncan sku: SH Seymour Duncan sku: SH6B. Seymour Duncan
sku: TB6. Seymour Duncan sku: SH8B. Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits. PMT
Controls. Wiring Supplies.

